
 

 

AFRICAN BANKING CORPORATION LIMITED 

ABC Bank is a leading commercial bank that has been in existence for the last 32 years. The Bank is seeking to 

recruit a dynamic, creative, self-driven and highly motivated experienced professional with a good Knowledge 

of the Banking Industry operations, keen and aware of market patterns. 

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE ANALYST 

The Purpose of the job is to turn data into actionable information.  The job holder will be responsible for data 

collection, analyzing and organizing the data in a presentable simple manner relevant to the stakeholders.  

REPORTING TO: HEAD OF SME BANKING 

The incumbent will perform the amongst others the below responsibilities; 

➢ Attain detailed understanding of the business stakeholders and the objective of the data so as to elicit 
and document the right requirements and focus the business analysis work in the appropriate areas. 

➢ Provide performance management support to the Retail, SME, and Corporate teams to assist in the 
growth of Assert and Liabilities. 

➢ Liaise with the branches to follow up on weekly arrears and excesses and collate the data to the Head 
of Business Units and Credit Admin. 

➢ Daily report the current business positions in terms of Deposits and Assets for Banks branches. 
➢ Analyze, Report and Advice on dormant accounts and non - funded accounts on monthly basis. 
➢ Daily report on sales performance to Unit Heads and BMs to assist in monitoring business growth. 
➢ Analyze and report on SBU trends on weekly basis while monitoring daily portfolio movement. 
➢ Preparation of DSA reports capturing Team Leaders performance in respective branches under the 

respective SBU’s and CPA’s. 
➢ Prepare incentive payment schedules for all campaigns relating to business development. 
➢ Extra duties and assignments outside the main responsibilities at the discretion of Line Managers and 

Senior Management. 
 

Minimum Qualifications, Knowledge and Experience 

➢ Bachelors Degree preferably in a business field from a recognized university. 
➢ At least 3 years working experience in the financial sector.  
➢ Proficiency with Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Powerpoint, MS SharePoint, Access, or familiarity with 

Business Intelligence tools is a plus. 
➢ Good Communication, Time Management and Critical thinking Skills. 

 

If you believe you meet the above requirements, send your application together with a detailed CV 

indicating how your experience matches the position requirements and indicate current position, current 

salary, names and contacts of three referees.  

 

Please send your application on or before 14th December 2018 on the following address 

recruitment@abcthebank.com. Please indicate the position applied for as the subject of the email. 

Only short-listed candidates will be contacted. Canvassing will lead to automatic disqualification. 


